Arrive at your stop a few minutes early. Stops are marked with signs or red “Bus Stop” stencils on curbs. Wait near the bus stop, away from the street.

Have exact cash fare, monthly pass, or Clipper Card ready each time before you board. Discount Youth Fare is available only with Youth Clipper Card.

Help make room for everyone to get on the bus by removing your backpack before boarding and keeping it between your feet.

Use headphones or earbuds with video and audio devices.

No eating, drinking, smoking, vaping, or usage of illegal substances on the bus.

Only pull the bus stop pull cord if you are exiting at the next designated stop. Unnecessary stops make everyone late.

Please be aware that Wheels and Rapid buses are equipped with multiple cameras that have video and audio recording capability.

Misconduct may result in disciplinary action by your school and/or loss of riding privileges.